
Avoid misunderstandings and save valuable working time

More than 50.000 CountEasy units take care of correct end of day cash 
balance, worldwide, every day. The reliable technology is focused on rele-
vant features and therefore reduces the training needs to a minimum. 
With CountEasy you will cash up your POS in less than a minute.

The flexible use of the system is supported by a rechargeable battery that 
lasts up to 12 hours.

Regardless of the industry you are operating in, CountEasy is the ideal tool 
to facilitate your shift change. The simply usage optimizes your cash 
handling process.

ANKER sticks to its quality promise not only at the POS but also in 
your cash office.

 › Also for mobile use 

 › Minimal training effort

 › Balance the cash in less than a minute

 › 5 year warranty

360° safety – 100% ANKER

CountEasy 
Less effort, more time
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… and fast result

Easy handling …

Less handling  
Keyboard icons and display messages are self-explaining 

Less mistakes   
Provides 100% accurate counts first time, every time, 
eliminating errors  

Less downtime   
Fast counts mean less downtime during normal trading 
and shift changes  

Less deficits   
Increases accountability and reduces the opportunity 
for cash loss

› Six times faster than counting by hand, reducing time 
 wasted counting cash

› Quick cash control by real time counting

› Even note stacks can be determined

› Ideal for mobile use due to operations from mains or 
 rechargeable battery for up to 12 hours

› Helps to solve disagreements with the customer

› Can be used as a letter scale

› 5 year warranty period with replacement service 
 (see ANKER terms of guarantee)

› Additional printer available

CountEasy
Profile and advantages

Premium 
quality.

100 %
security at 
the POS.
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Optimize your cash handling process and increase security

CountEasy TS increases the efficient monitoring of cash handling pro-
cesses for nearly every currency. With its ground breaking touch screen 
technology, the new CountEasy TS delivers greater cash handling effi-
ciencies than any other count by weight scale in the world. Complex pro-
cesses are made easy by self-explaining icons. CountEasy TS is an ideal 
fit for multi-cultural workforces. It is so simple to operate that your staff 
will need virtually no training to use it.

Six times faster than counting by hand, the CountEasy TS is ideal for 
speeding up, cash lifts, banking, shift changes and end of day reconcilia-
tion. Your staff will be able to spend more time serving your customers.

ANKER sticks to its quality promise not only at the POS but also 
in your cash office.

 › High resolution full colour TFT screen 

 › Provides 100% accurate counts first time

 › Universally recognisable iconography

 › 3 year warranty

360° safety – 100% ANKER

CountEasy TS 
Less risk, more convenience
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… to your needs

Flexible adaptation …

Easy to use 
Individual configuration adds comfort to your cash 
handling process

Less mistakes  
Provides 100% accurate counts first time, every time 

Less downtime  
Fast counts means less downtime during normal 
trading and shift changes 

Less deficits  
Increases accountability and reduces the opportunity 
for cash loss

› Intuitive graphical user interface

› Usable for most currencies

› Easy installation and transport

› Operates from mains for up to one day in battery mode, 
 can be recharged in 3 hours 

› Non volatile memory means that data will not be lost in 
 the event of an unexpected power failure

› Keeps a real-time running total, so you always know 
 where you are in the count

› Weighing mode allows you to weigh non-cash items such as vouchers

› 3 year warranty with replacement service (see ANKER 
 terms of guarantee)  

› Additional printer available

CountEasy TS
Profile and advantages
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